
PODS® has partnered with FIRST® to provide a solution that 
will take the leg work out of logistics and allow you to focus on 
the excitement in store for you and your team. Allow all of 
your team members to share the experience of traveling to 
the FIRST Championship without the worry of driving your 
team support equipment across the country.

The PODS solution for FIRST will give you the flexibility you 
need to not only pack and store everything you need, but also 

safely transport it to a staging location near the event, where 
your volunteers can then load things into the venue. You can 
request your own PODS container, or share a container with 
neighboring teams to save. There are options available and lots 
of flexibility, including the ability to cancel your pickup 24 
hours before loading if anything changes.

Call us today to learn more about our special pricing for 
FIRST, and how we can build the best solution to get your 
teams to the Championship!

MAKE PODS® YOUR FIRST CHOICE 
TO GET TO THE FIRST® CHAMPIONSHIPS

To build the right solution for you and your team, contact Eric Justason at 727-538-6266 or 
ejustason@pods.com today for your exclusive FIRST  special pricing quote.

*Teams cannot transport actual robots in PODS containers*



OPTION AN EXCLUSIVE 

PODS CONTAINER 

FOR YOUR A TEAM'S EQUIPMENT 

Reserve your PODS container for safe and secure 

loading, storing, and delivery. 
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PODS container delivery to your school 

or home for loading 

OR 

Bring your event contents to your local 

PODS facility to pack up 
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Load your container with all your team support 

contents 
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Your container will be delivered the FIRST 

Finals in Houston - PODS Staging area 

within 30 minutes of the venue. Once the 

contents arrive at the Houston staging area, 

you then collect your team's container 

contents and deliver just the short distance 

to the convention center. 

HOW THINGS GET HOME 

PODS Reverse Program - bring your contents back 

to your container at the Houston staging area for 

loading. We'll get the contents home safe within a 

week to your local team's original pickup location, or 

anywhere else you you would like it to be delivered. 

With the flexibility of PODS, we'll make sure your 

contents make it to where you need them to be, when 

you need them. 

OPTION SHARE A 

B
PODS CONTAINER 

WITH 

LOCAL TEAMS 

Consolidate and share to save. 
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PODS container delivery to a centralized 

location for loading 

OR 

Bring all teams' event contents to agreed 

centralized PODS facility 
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Load the container with multiple teams' 

support contents, equipment and materials 

by the scheduled date - take as long as you 

need to load and store 
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Your container will be delivered the FIRST 

Finals in Houston - PODS Staging area within 

30 minutes of the venue. Once the contents 

arrive at the Houston staging area, you then 

collect your teams' container contents and 

deliver just the short distance to the 

convention center. 

CONTAINER SIZES 

7ft and 16ft Containers available for this program. 
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https://www.pods.com/container-sizes CT 

To build the right solution for you and your team, contact Eric Justason at 727-538-6266 or 

ejustason@pods.com today for your exclusive FIRST  special pricing quote.

*Teams cannot transport actual robots in PODS containers*


